Banana DNA Extraction Lab
Objective: __________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
Materials:
bananas
2 t dish soap
1 t salt
warm water
ice cold alcohol
strainer
knife
blender
probe
beaker
stainer
Procedure:
1. Cut the banana in tiny pieces to begin exposing the cells.
2. Place the banana pieces in a baggie, add a teaspoon of salt and slightly cover the
mixture with warm water, seal the baggie.
3. Squish the mixture manually making sure the final mixture is not too runny.
4. Pour the mixture into a breaker through a strainer.
5. Add about 2 teaspoons of liquid soap and gently stir the mixture, try to avoid
making bubbles.
6. Carefully pour very cold alcohol down the side of the beaker.
7. Wait for 5 minutes to allow the DNA to separate from the mixture.
8. Use a probe to extract the DNA from the surface, it will be long and stringy.
Conclusion:
1. Explain the purpose of the soap in the extraction process.

2. Explain the purpose of the salt in the extraction process.

3. What was the purpose of filtering the banana mixture?

4. Why was alcohol added?

5. What test could be performed to prove that the white substance is in fact DNA?

6. Describe the DNA you extracted.

References: __________________________________________________________________________________________

Conclusion Answers:
The detergent causes the cell membrane to break down by dissolving the lipids and
proteins of the cell and disrupting the bonds that hold the cell membrane together which
releases the DNA into the solution. The detergent then forms complexes with these lipids
and proteins, causing them to precipitate out of solution.
Heat incubation helps to break up the cells further and starts to degrade some of the cell's
proteins.
The salt enables the DNA strands to come together. The salt allows the DNA to precipitate
out of a cold alcohol solution
DNA is not soluble in alcohol. When alcohol is added to the mixture, the components of the
mixture, except for DNA, stay in solution while the DNA precipitates out into the alcohol
layer.

